Neural network models are oftentimes restricted by limited labeled instances and resort to advanced architectures and features for cutting edge performance. We propose to build a recurrent neural network with multiple semantically heterogeneous embeddings within a self-training framework. Our framework makes use of labeled, unlabeled, and social media data, operates on basic features, and is scalable and generalizable. With this method, we establish the state-of-the-art result for both in-and cross-domain for a clinical temporal relation extraction task.
Neural network methods have obtained spectacular successes in the fields of computer vision (He et al., 2016; Krizhevsky et al., 2012) , speech recognition (Hinton et al., 2012; Graves and Jaitly, 2014) , and machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014) , where large datasets are available for training. For extracting information from text, however, performance gains have been minimal or non-existent, with published work emphasizing that such performance parity is not obtainable without extensive feature engineering. Unlike other settings that have seen performance gains, information extraction tasks related to text typically have much smaller supervised training sets, and the neural network algorithms presumably do not see enough instances to optimally tune the large parameter space. In this paper, we examine the important information extraction task of temporal relation extraction from clinical text. The state-of-the-art for this task is a machine learner with a heavily-engineered set of features (Sun et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2016a) . The identification of temporal relations from the clinical text in the electronic medical records has been drawing growing attention because of its potential to provide accurate fine-grained analyses of many medical phenomena (e.g., disease progression, longitudinal effects of medications), with many clinical applications such as question answering (Das and Musen, 1995; Kahn et al., 1990) , clinical outcomes prediction (Schmidt et al., 2005) , and recognition of temporal patterns and timelines (Zhou and Hripcsak, 2007; . Obtaining large supervised datasets for clinical tasks is expensive and difficult, so it has been challenging to show meaningful improvements from the recent explosion of sophisticated neural network methods.
Our hypothesis is that the range of interesting phenomena found in clinical data is much broader than what is covered by available gold standard datasets for temporal information extraction. The results of Clinical TempEval 2017 strongly support this latter point, as the performance of submitted systems drops severely when trained on gold instances in one domain and tested on a new domain. We are thus inspired to make use of unlabeled data in addition to gold standard data with a simple semisupervised learning method-self-training and combine it with varieties of pre-trained word embeddings to overcome gaps in training data coverage. In self-training (Yarowsky, 1995; Riloff et al., 2003; Maeireizo et al., 2004 ), a classifier is first trained on existing labeled data, and then applied to unlabeled data (typically a much larger amount). The predicted instances above a confidence threshold are added to the training set and the classifier is re-trained. Self-training is especially attractive in a neural network setting because the primitive feature types used by these networks (i.e., tokens) are computationally more efficient to obtain than the sophisticated features typically used by feature engineering methods.
For pre-training, we investigate the use of multiple external data sources to train word embeddings that form the input layer of the model. Since our Figure 1 : A RNN-based Self-training Framework task is in the clinical setting, we use available clinical data sources, but also experiment with general domain sources trained on much larger datasets.
Besides showing that neural network approaches to information extraction can outperform featureengineering approaches, we find that self-training works better in the neural network setting than with existing state-of-the-art feature-engineering approaches. Finally, we show that these methods generalize to new clinical domains better than the feature-engineering approaches we compare them to, obtaining state-of-the-art performance in an unsupervised domain adaptation setting.
Related Work
In recent years, several shared tasks on temporal relation extraction from clinical text have been organized. Among them, the i2b2 temporal challenge evaluates the i2b2 corpus (Sun et al., 2013) , and Clinical TempEval series (Bethard et al., , 2016 evaluate systems using the THYME corpus (Styler IV et al., 2014) , which is annotated with time expressions (TIMEX3), events (EVENT), and temporal relations (TLINK) per an extension of the TimeML specifications (Pustejovsky et al., 2003; Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2011) . Challenge participants develop methods to extract EVENT and TIMEX3 entities, CONTAINS relations and document creation time relations. Herein, we focus on CONTAINS relation, which signals an EVENT occurs entirely within the temporal bounds of an narrative container. The narrative container is either another EVENT or TIMEX3.
Conventional learning methods, such as support vector machines (SVM) and conditional random fields (CRF) (Sun et al., 2013) , have been developed for this task. Neural networks used in general relation extraction (Hashimoto et al., 2013; Socher et al., 2012) , have also been adopted in clinical temporal relation extraction, such as structured perceptron (Leeuwenberg and Moens, 2017) , convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and Long Short-Term memory (LSTM) networks (Tourille et al., 2017; . Classifiers are usually trained and tested in the same domain for the same medical condition, e.g. models are trained and tested on the colon cancer set of the THYME corpus for Clinical TempEval 2015 and 2016 (Bethard et al., , 2016 .
Clinical TempEval 2017 introduces the task of domain adaptation, as the most frequent use case would be the application of a model on a domain different from the domain it was trained on. The source domain of Clinical TempEval 2017 is colon cancer clinical text while the target domain is brain cancer clinical text. Few domain adaptation techniques are applied by the participants: 1) modeling unknown words to accommodate unseen vocabulary in the new domain; 2) using pretrained domain-independent word embeddings; 3) for supervised domain adaptation, assigning higher weights to samples from the new domain during model training. The performance on the domain adaptation task plummetted. Other domain adaptation methods used in general relation extraction include Nguyen and Grishman, 2014; Plank and Moschitti, 2013) .
Semi-supervised learning has been a popular approach for improving coverage and model generalizability for various information extraction tasks by exploring unlabeled data. Besides semi-supervised methods developed for feature-based learners (Le and Kim, 2015; Li and Zhou, 2010) , there are such algorithms for deep neural network structures (DNN) (Laine and Aila, 2016; Kingma et al., 2014) . Self-training or bootstrapping is a standard and straightforward semi-supervised learning method and widely used (Agichtein and Gravano, 2000; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006; Greenwood and Stevenson, 2006; Rosenfeld and Feldman, 2007; Xu, 2008; Xu et al., 2007 Xu et al., , 2010 . To our best knowledge, we are the first to use self-training in a deep neural network setting for a clinical relation extraction task. Our motivation lies in two folds: 1) Self-training is computationally efficient as there is no other parallel learning goals such as minimizing the reconstruction errors in Generative Adversarial Networks-based semi-supervised learning. With primitive features, DNN-based selftraining can effectively and efficiently evaluate a large amount of instances; 2) We hypothesize that not all unlabeled data are useful. Our goal is to use a straightforward method like self-training to study the unlabeled space and help to select the most informative instances.
Data
We collect a variety of external data sources, described below, to supplement the THYME dataset (Styler IV et al., 2014) .
Labeled Clinical Data
Our labeled data is the THYME corpus (Styler IV et al., 2014) 
Unlabeled Clinical Data
We augment the labeled data with additional clinical notes for colon cancer patients for a total of 27, 157 notes (average length=135 words) from the same medical center as the THYME corpus from Section 3.1. On average, each patient has 125 notes of varied types -primary care, specialty care, pathology, radiology, etc. This set includes all electronic medical record notes at a single medical center for the 200 colon cancer THYME patients. We use it to automatically derive additional training instances, and refer to these generated instances as silver instances. We do not have access to additional unlabeled out-of-domain data (i.e. brain cancer clinical notes).
Clinical Word Embeddings
To train word embeddings with good vocabulary coverage and high representational power, we took advantage of the clinical notes from MIMIC-III (Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care) dataset (Johnson et al., 2016) . The publicly available MIMIC III contains 879 million words from Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center's Intensive Care Unit. We merged MIMIC-III data with the unlabeled colon cancer set above and trained 300-dimension embeddings with fastText (Joulin et al., 2016) and skip-gram (Guthrie et al., 2006) models.
Social Media Word Embeddings
While unlabeled clinical data provides a domainmatched source for training embeddings, additional data can be freely obtained from social media posts about colon cancer. To explore the benefits of extra coverage of such datasets versus the domain specificity of clinical embeddings, we obtain another set of embeddings using user-generated content about colon cancer from two social media platforms, namely Twitter and Reddit. For this purpose, we first generate a keyword list from two sources: a) the most frequent medical terms in the unlabeled colon cancer notes, these include any term that maps to the Unified Medical Language System concept unique identifiers (UMLS CUIs) (Bodenreider, 2004) , b) the most frequent terms that map to ICD-9 billing codes related to colon cancer. These two lists results in a total number of 143 keywords. We use these keywords as a filter to collect 1.7 million publicly-available tweets about colon cancer. In addition, we collect 19K Reddit posts that contain at least one mention of colon cancer. We remove all occurrences of usernames, hash tags, URLs, and non-ASCII characters from the resulting data and employ fastText (Joulin et al., 2016 ) to obtain social media word embeddings.
In addition to the above embeddings, we utilize the Google News embeddings 1 trained by word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) .
Methods
We develop a self-training framework to generate additional (silver) instances of CONTAINS relation (see Figure 1 , lower-right). We focus on withinsentence CONTAINS relations and set aside all cross-sentence relations based on two motivations. First, the majority of the gold standard CONTAINS relations occur within a sentence. 2 Second, a sentence is a complete semantic and syntactic structure, which makes it an ideal unit for a sequence model, like RNN, to operate on. We therefore ignore cross-sentence CONTAINS links and focus on within-sentence CONTAINS relations. In addi-tion, since we use the official Clinical TempEval 2017 scoring tool, our models are penalized for the missed cross-sentence relations.
Preprocessing
We process the labeled and unlabeled clinical data through the sentence detection and tokenization modules of Apache cTAKES 3 . For the labeled clinical data, we use gold standard event and time expression annotations and their time classes (Styler IV et al., 2014) for both model development and final validation. For the unlabeled clinical text data, we use the cTAKES event annotator (Lin et al., 2016a) and time expression annotator (Miller et al., 2015) to automatically annotate event and time expressions along with their time classes (e.g., TIME, DATE, SET). Both labeled and unlabeled corpora are transformed to lower case as shown in Figure 2 .
Instance Representation
We first create a dataset of within-sentence CONTAINS-relation candidates from the colon cancer text of the labeled clinical data. Given all gold standard events and time expressions within a sentence, we link every pair of events, and every event to a time expression (if present) to form CONTAINS candidates.
To mark the position of the relational arguments in a candidate pair, we adopt the same xml-tag marked-up token sequence representation as previous work , and encode the time expression with its time class for better generalizability. Figure 2 illustrates the marked-up token sequence representations for all three relational candidates, in which the event in an event-time relation pair is marked by e and /e and the time expression is marked by t and /t . The time expression is further encoded by its time class, t date /t , which is a gold standard attribute of a time expression annotation (Styler IV et al., 2014) . Event-event instances are marked with additional indexes 1 and 2, e.g. a e1 surgery /e1 is e2 scheduled /e2 on march 11. We also follow previous best practice in applying transitive closure to existing gold CONTAINS relations on the training data (Mani et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2016a) . Depending on the order of the relational arguments, there are three types of gold standard relational labels, CONTAINS, CONTAINED- 
Bidirectional RNN Classifier
We use a bi-directional recurrent neural network to model the relational context similar to the stateof-the-art model (Tourille et al., 2017) . As shown in Figure 1 (upper-left), each token in the token sequence input is represented by one set of clinical embeddings and one set of additional embeddings (either cancer-related social media embeddings or Google news embeddings) to capture the semantics exhibited by clinical and non-clinical terms.
As described in section 3.2.1, the clinical embeddings are derived from combining the MIMIC III and unlabeled colon cancer datasets. For the unlabeled colon cancer data, we use the extracted relational candidates as shown in Figure 2 to train embeddings, so that all xml-tag marked-up tokens and time-class tokens, e.g. /e , /e1 , /t , /date , are represented. For each set of embeddings, an UNK token represents out-of-vocabulary words to accommodate unseen words in a new domain. Table 1 shows the coverage of each embedding set and their combinations over the labeled colon cancer training set. We will show the effect of the different embedding combinations in the experiments.
The two sets of embeddings for a given token are concatenated and fed into the two sequences of hidden states of RNN: forward states and backward states. The output of the two states is concatenated and fed into a dense layer and through a softmax layer to predict three relational labels as described in section 4.2. We evaluate two RNN models, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and Gated recurrent units (GRUs) (Chung et al., 2014) .
We implement the network in Keras (Chollet, 2015) size of 256, Stochastic Gradient Descent using Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) , and a learning rate of 0.0001, on a GTX TitanX GPU. The hyper-parameters are optimized through a random search algorithm (Li et al., 2016) and the size of the hidden states of the forward and backward recurrent neural networks are set 512. We keep 10% of the training samples as a validation split, and applied a 0.5 dropout ratio and 0.0001 L2-regularized penalties to the embedding layers. For the highprecision model, we increased the weight of the L2-regularizer from 0.0001 to 0.001.
Self-Training
We apply the high-precision bi-directional RNN model trained on the labeled data to generate CONTAINS predictions on the unlabeled colon cancer data for silver annotations. We retain instances with a confidence score as generated by the softmax function of greater than 0.9 (a higher threshold will result in too few positive instances, a lower threshold will result in disproportionately many negative instances). We find that a lower threshold leads to low quality predictions and a higher threshold generates too few CONTAINS relations. The retained silver instances are merged with the gold ones and input into the bi-directional-RNN for a second-round of training.
As a comparison, we use self-training with the state-of-the-art SVM model (Lin et al., 2016a,b) to generate silver relations. The SVM-based THYME system is the latest release of Apache cTAKES v4 temporal module. For a comparison with the best setting of RNN-based self-training, we add all positive (CONTAINS, CONTAINED-BY) silver relations with the confidence threshold of greater than 0.9 to the gold training data of THYME corpus method all silver positive silver joint bi-lstm 1.533M 19,441 SVM event-time 1.244M 57,462 SVM event-event 2.521M 36,960 Table 2 : Number of generated silver training instances and then retrain the SVM model. Table 2 shows the number of silver instances generated by each learning algorithm. The highprecision bi-directional RNN model (joint-bi-lstm) is built upon LSTM networks with clinical and social media embeddings, and trained on the training split of the colon cancer set of THYME corpus.
Experiments
We experimented with several combinations of clinical and cancer-related social media and Google news embeddings. We tested three modes of merging silver instances with gold annotations (Figure 1 , lower right): 1) Posi-Merge: merging the positive predictions (i.e. CONTAINS and CONTAINED-BY relations) with the gold relations; 2) sub-Merge: merging a subset of the silver data (a random sample of 45K silver samples including CONTAINS, CONTAINED-BY, and NONE relations) with the gold relations; and 3) all-Merge: merging all silver data with the gold relations. After merging, we shuffled gold and silver instances together to balance the batch-wise computation.
Models utilizing self-training were trained on the gold colon cancer training set of the THYME corpus and silver instances predicted from the unlabeled colon cancer data. Models were tested on the gold colon cancer and gold brain cancer development sets of the THYME corpus, comparing in-domain and cross-domain performance to select the best models for testing. The best models were tested on the gold colon cancer and brain cancer test sets (Clinical TempEval 2017 test sets).
All models were evaluated with the metrics precision (P), recall (R) and F1-score (F), using the standard Clinical TempEval evaluation script, where the P and R definitions are enhanced through temporal closure (UzZaman and Allen, 2011; UzZaman et al., 2012): when calculating precision, we run temporal closure on the gold relations but not on the system-generated ones; when calculating recall, we run temporal closure on the systemgenerated relations but not on the gold ones. Table 3 shows performance of the THYME system and various bi-directional RNN methods on the colon cancer and brain cancer development sets. For RNNs, we evaluated both LSTM and GRU models. For embedding combinations, we tested using the clinical embedding alone (C), using both clinical and cancer-related social media embeddings (CS), using both clinical and Google News embeddings (CG), and using Google News Embeddings alone (G). For ways to merge silver samples with gold instances we tested no-selftraining in which no silver instances were used, all-Merge in which all silver instances were used, sub-Merge in which a subset of silver samples were used, and Posi-Merge in which only the positive silver instances were used. Among all settings, bi-LSTM CG Posi-Merge and bi-LSTM CS PosiMerge achieved the best F1-score (F1b) on the brain development set; bi-LSTM CS Posi-Merge had the best F1-score (F1c) on the colon development set. These two best performing neural models along with the THYME no-self-training system were tested on the Clinical TempEval test splits. Table 4 shows that the bi-LSTM models outperform the SVM-based THYME system and the Clinical TempEval 2017 top system, especially on the cross-domain experiments. The THYME system performance on the colon test set is 0.621 F1 which is an improvement over previously reported results (Lin et al., 2016b) . The THYME system result on the brain cancer test is reported here for the first time. Note that the THYME system was trained on all gold colon cancer annotations (training, development and test), while the bi-LSTM models were trained on gold training colon cancer data and positive silver colon cancer samples. The best Clinical TempEval result on the gold colon cancer test set -0.613 F1-score -is reported by the LIMSI-COT system which makes use of cTAKESgenerated features (Tourille et al., 2017) . The best Clinical TempEval result on the gold brain cancer test set -0.34 F1-score -is achieved by the GUIR system (MacAvaney et al., 2017) , while LIMSI-COT obtains 0.33 cross-domain F1-score.
Results

Discussion
Comparison with SVM Self-Training
The top two rows of Table 3 show that the selftraining technique did not improve the SVM-based THYME system. While recall reached its peak with the self-trained SVM, the precision trade-off was disastrous and F1 suffers dramatically. Our interpretation of this result is that the SVM is simply adjusting its class priors, labeling more instances as positive, but its fixed feature set and linear model constrain it from learning anything of interest from the silver data. The SVMs we use have extensivelyengineered representations that were implicitly fit to the training and development sets of the colon cancer data. These feature sets may not have the representational power to find useful new patterns in the silver data. In contrast, the neural network models learn to extract features in their lower layers, and when given new data (e.g., silver data from self-training), the representation learning parts of the model are able to adapt and potentially find new patterns. This suggests that self-training for neural networks has higher potential than for SVMs, and that in the SVM setting, self-training should be accompanied by additional feature engineering.
Another difference between the models is that the SVM model relies on sophisticated linguistic features (parse trees, event and time expression attributes) that cannot be as reliably extracted from silver data. A token-sequence neural model, in contrast, makes use of very basic features and maintains a relatively accurate performance on the unlabeled data. It is possible that SVM performance is actually hurt by the lower quality features available from the silver training instances it encounters.
It is also worth noting that extracting additional silver instances for the SVM model is slower as it takes longer to generate the complex features that the SVM models use, while the token-based features of the neural model are extremely fast.
For all these reasons, we believe that neural networks are a more practical solution and better suited for a semi-supervised learning framework such as self-training.
Impact of Embeddings
Adding a broader range of embeddings as input to the bi-LSTM self-trained models improved the performance for the cross-domain task (rows 6-8 of table 3). It is possible that the clinical embeddings, even though trained on the mixture of MIMIC III and unlabeled colon cancer corpora, still do not provide semantic representation for the brain cancer notes. The diseases, symptoms, procedures, linguistic choices, etc. may vary substantially be- Table 1 . However, using non-clinical (Google News) embeddings on its own (row 10 of table 3) decreased both in-domain and cross-domain performance, even worse than the THYME system (row 1). It's possible that even though Google News embedding have good word coverage, general senses dominate clinical-specific senses, demonstrating the need for some clinicalspecific data. One interesting fact is that the cancer-related social media embedding has a much smaller vocabulary size than the Google News embeddings. Still, the CS option achieves the same F1-score as the CG option on the gold development brain set. Because of its better coverage and general semantic representation, CG option performs the best on the colon development set and the test sets of both colon and brain cancer data as shown in Table 4 . We experimented with concatenating all three embeddings (clinical, cancer-related social media, and Google News), but did not observe any performance improvements.
Sampling of Silver Instances
Adding all high-confidence silver data to the gold training data clearly hurts performance (row 4). One possible explanation is the negative-to-positive instance ratio which is much higher in the silver data (80:1) than in the gold data (8:1). Adding the highly unbalanced silver samples may weight the system towards predicting the negative class, thus row 4 has higher precision but lower recall. Adding a random subset of silver samples to the gold samples provides additional information without skewing the class distribution, and we observe that in this setting the bi-LSTM model outperforms the THYME system, row 5 of Table 3 . However, this setup may provide unpredictable performance due to the randomness of sampling the silver data.
The best merging option is the Posi-Merge. The models in rows 6-9 of Table 3 all outperform the THYME system, even for a single clinical embedding setting in row 6 of Table 3 . Posi-Merge provides a stable sample of the silver data, strengthens the positive signals and achieves good cross-domain performance.
Analysis of Improvements
We are interested in understanding the different contributions of self-training and pre-trained embeddings. Embeddings can provide a kind of adaptation for words in a new domain that are similar to words in the training data (e.g., brain in the brain cancer corpus may behave similarly to colon in a colon cancer corpus). However, self-training may still provide benefit if there are words in the test set that do not have correlates in the training data, but that can be found in the silver data. In these cases, confident silver instances provide information to the neural network about how these words should be integrated into the learned representations for predicting the relation category.
To investigate this possibility, we visualized the embeddings for gold training data, silver data, and development set data, all for colon cancer patients. We hope to find a sub-space in the embedding space where there is overlap between words in the silver data and development, but no nearby words from the training data. Figure 3 shows a visualized scatter-plot (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) of one such space, showing words from gold training set (blue), silver data (red), and the gold development set (yellow), given the clinical embedding. The upper-left cluster of silver words encloses several words occurring in the development set which are not represented or even close to the nearest words from the training set visualized in the lower right corner. Figure 3 shows that through self-training the vocabulary coverage is extended to less represented areas thus the model variance error is reduced which makes the model more generalizable.
LSTM vs. GRU
Given the same settings (rows 7 and 9 of Table 3 ), a GRU model performs similarly to a LSTM model for the in-domain task, but differently for the crossdomain task. GRUs are related to LSTMs, both utilize gating mechanisms to manage the vanishing gradient problem, though GRUs have fewer parameters. The performance difference may not be meaningful; we selected the LSTM for the test set evaluation due to its nominally better performance. However, given the small magnitude of these differences, future work may investigate whether GRUs may have advantages in reducing overfitting. 
Error Analysis
By comparing the error outputs of the THYME system and the best self-trained bi-LSTM system of Table 3 (rows 1 and 8) on the gold brain cancer development set, we find that the THYME system tends to pick up short-distance relation pairs, while the bi-LSTM model performs well on both shortand long-distance relations. One such example is shown in Figure 4 . It represents a complex set of relations between four events and one time expression. All marked entities are participating in at least one CONTAINS relation, e.g. CONTAINS (3-11-2014, biopsy), CONTAINS (3-11-2014, led), CON-TAINS (biopsy, led), CONTAINS (biopsy, diagnosis), CONTAINS (biopsy, astrocytoma). The link between two of the events, biopsy and astrocytoma, spans almost across the entire sentence. The bi-LSTM model predicts all relations correctly even without the assistance of transitive closure. We hypothesize that the benefit is due to the bidirectional setting of the LSTM model, which models the sentence structure very well. With the additional silver instances, two sets of embedding representations, and the memory capabilities, the self-trained bi-LSTM model adapts to a new domain to cover both short-and long-distance relations.
Conclusion
We show that neural models for temporal information extraction are able to take advantage of self-training. Compared with SVM models that leverage sophisticated features, our RNN-based self-training framework for temporal relation extraction operates on primitive features, models the sentence structure well, and is highly scalable and generalizable. Our RNN framework establishes a new state-of-the-art result for Clinical TempEval 2017 domain adaptation task. Experiments with externally-trained embeddings suggest that healthrelated social media or large scale general-domain text data can complement domain-specific text for a domain adaptation task. We will open source our learning framework in the near future. 
